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Introduction

Mass spectrometry is vital in metabolomics and non-targeted analysis,

providing valuable information about unknown compounds. However,

current methods for structure annotation like database search have

limitations in identification and representation of novel compounds

and underrepresented analyte classes. To address this, MSNovelist [5]

presents a novel approach that directly generates candidate structures

fromMS/MS spectra, bypassing the need for databases. This is accom-

plished by using SIRIUS and CSI:FingerID [2] results (molecular formula

and fingerprint, respectively) as input to an RNN generative model.

Mass spectral data

Mass spectral data represents mass to charge ratios (m/z) of molecular

fragments together with their respective intensity. Figure from [1].

Molecular fingerprints

Molecular fingerprints from CSI:FingerID are represented by a vector

of thousands of values ranging from 0 to 1, indicating the likelihood of

specific structural characteristics. Figure from [3].

Structure generating network

The predicted molecular formula from SIRIUS and the predicted molec-

ular fingerprint from CSI:FingerID are used as input to an encoder-

decoder model. The decoding LSTM [4] generates SMILES sequences

that can be translated to structures. After exclusion of invalid and

duplicate structures, resulting candidates are re-ranked based on the

modified Platt score, measuring their match to the query fingerprint.

Model evaluation for GNPS dataset

a Rank of correct structure in results for the GNPS dataset (n = 3863).

b Rank of correct structure in results for GNPS-OK dataset, containing

only correct structural annotations from database search (n = 1507).

c Tanimoto similarity of best incorrect candidate to correct structure,

measuring the proportion of common fingerprint bits.

d Modified Platt score of top candidates.

e Three randomly chosen examples of incorrect predictions. Structures

1a, 2a and 3a represent de novo prediction; structures 1b, 2b and

3b represent a correct result. Red marks sites predicted incorrectly

by the model (or the entire molecule if the prediction was completely

wrong), and blue marks the corresponding correct alternative.

Ongoing work

MSNovelist is currently being integrated into SIRIUS, making the

method easier to use as well as allowing computation on external re-

sources. Simultaneously, the model is re-trained on new and improved

fingerprints from CSI:FingerID, enabling prediction for both positive

and negative mode spectral data. In combination with having more

training data at hand, a boost in performance would be expected.
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